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Abstract—Modern technologies lead to more sophisticated
hardware, while software is becoming more complex. These
trends are widely present in consumer electronics and do not
bypass automotive electronics either. There is an evident recent
growth in in-vehicle infotainment, telematics, advanced driver
assistance systems (ADASs) and cluster development. The number of electronic control units (ECUs) in vehicle constantly grows.
Since typical vehicle ECU is providing one function per vehicle,
it becomes harder for manufacturers to manage these ECUs
due to diverse nature of the system, hence a rising demand
for ECU consolidation exists. With the availability of sophisticated hardware, powerful system-on-chips (SoCs) can be used
for multiple functions inside a vehicle. The transition toward
less ECUs is an ongoing process, in which software needs to be
aligned first and then transferred to the same SoC. This paper
presents the software platform for heterogeneous immersive invehicle environments, providing a step in software consolidation,
by allowing same abstractions for diverse applications executing
on various hardware platforms. It proposes a framework for the
scalable development of ADAS from consumer level to different
automotive safety levels, provides unified access toward algorithm building blocks, multi-sensor real-time environment and
easy integration of algorithms, thus enabling shorter development
time.
Index Terms—Automotive machine vision, driver assistance,
heterogeneous platform, in-vehicle environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ONSUMER electronics market with its rapid design
cycles and short product lifetimes influences the area of
vehicle electronics which affects the entire design chain in
automotive [1]. Continuous feature improvements on mobile
devices have become a part of everyday life and users are
expecting the same from their vehicles. As a result, automotive
market asks for new, immersive and demanding applications
of both automotive and consumer degree [2]. This requires
complex, high performing solutions which facilitate driving
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process and provide safety, comfort, entertainment, mobility and connectivity. Two solutions stand out as key trends
in automotive industry for providing enhanced road safety
and driver/passenger comfort: in-vehicle environment (IVE,
involves multiple screens, high performing graphics) and
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS [3]).
There are several key features which characterize the ADAS
and IVE market:
• availability of consumer technologies,
• availability of high-performing platforms,
• long time to market:
◦ need for electronic control units (ECU) heterogeneity
reduction,
◦ need for software reusability.
ADAS solutions require integration of different functions
and technologies which do not necessarily originate from the
traditional automotive industry, such as consumer technologies: machine vision [4] and sensor fusion [5].
Decrease of hardware costs and increase of its capabilities
led to availability of high-performing low-power heterogeneous automotive development platforms [6]–[8] from various
chip vendors, not only automotive related. These platforms
besides the CPUs, DSPs and GPUs have also custom cores,
e.g., vision processing units (VPUs). This enables complex
solutions including ADAS ones.
Safety requirements [9] in automotive solutions contribute
to increased time to market. Growth of market requirements
leads to large number of solutions which need to be integrated
together. With current automotive approaches this integration
process can be cumbersome and time consuming. To speed
up development two problems need to be addressed: small
software reusability and ECU heterogeneity.
Traditional automotive solutions are mainly built from
scratch for specific OEM (original equipment manufacturer)
and software reusability is very small compared to consumer
ones [10]. Demand for more application software (ADAS
algorithms, in-vehicle infotainment (IVI)) and introduction of
consumer technologies in automotive allows greater software
reusability.
ECU heterogeneity can be solved with putting various solutions on the same platform with enhanced computational
power. Multi-platform environment transition to the same SoC
is an ongoing process. Multiple operating system structure
is already introduced as a parallel execution of two worlds
(real-time and non-real time) utilizing hypervisor [11]. This
transition process takes time and cannot be done at once.
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Transition period needs to be done at software level first with
framework (software layer) solutions for multi-core/multi-SoC
systems, and then at hardware level. Software uniformity is the
transition step which helps solving heterogeneity problem and
enables unified access towards diverse components.
Today, most available ADAS solutions are based on framework for one core (general or dedicated), whereas multi-core
solutions are rare and do not include all elements needed for
complete real-time ADAS application development.
This paper significantly expands and improves the early
idea which part is presented in [12], in a way that it extends
concepts from one SoC to multi-SoC environment and integration with it, providing more details and proposing improvements. This paper proposes software integration layer, i.e.,
software platform (framework) for abstracting heterogeneity
of the underlying SoCs and accompanying communication. It
abstracts cores, algorithm pipeline, communication channels,
inputs (various sensors, simulators) and outputs (including
screens, integration with IVI systems). Framework provides
software reusability and uniformity - unified access toward
algorithm building blocks, multi-sensor real time environment and easy integration of algorithms, thus enabling shorter
development time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives the motivation and overview of the related works.
Section III presents approach and describes how proposed
framework addresses problems. Details of the platform implementation are given in Section IV. Section V gives evaluation
results. Last section outlines a conclusion of the presented
work and proposes some future improvements.
II. M OTIVATION AND R ELATED W ORKS
New challenges such as autonomous vehicles, Car2X communication, cloud services and IoT are requiring modern
software development paradigms in automotive industry. One
of them is dual structure architecture (physical and connected
layer) which is particularly evolving in electrics/electronic
(E/E) development. In such E/E architecture at least the connected layer will become horizontal, which opens possibilities
for innovation and inter-disciplinary cooperation.
AUTOSAR as a worldwide development partnership for
in-vehicle software introduces AUTOSAR Adaptive [13] as
a platform which allows for dynamic multi-application execution environment in which autonomous driving, infotainment
and connectivity may all be served. Adaptive platform among
automotive specific features (such as diagnostics) provides
abstracting of heterogeneous architecture beneath, by exposing
APIs for the multi-core usage.
Framework from this paper (further on referred to as AMV
(Automotive Machine Vision)) extends across both connected
and physical layer. Lower layers of AMV are hardware dependant, while upper horizontal layers (which enable same APIs
for application developers on heterogeneous architectures) fit
in the connected layer. Compared to the Adaptive platform,
both AMV and Adaptive platform deal with the heterogeneity issue, giving APIs for abstracting heterogeneity. AMV
platform implements pipeline technology in its core, while

Fig. 1.

AMV framework on heterogeneous architecture.

Adaptive platform defines services’ mechanism in which different parallel processing technologies can be used. AMV
gives input, output and communication abstractions, while
Adaptive platform specification is in the progress and does
not yet have all services specified, but are expected to be
in the future. Both platforms provide a way for (re)usage of
libraries which ease and accelerate the processing (hardware
dependent and/or software only libraries). Originally AMV
is not designed to be part of the Adaptive platform, but to
be used as a single platform which enables easy application
prototyping and integration to the actual real-time hardware
platforms. Since Adaptive platform support is growing, it is
worth mention how AMV platform could merge with the
Adaptive platform. Adaptive platform can be enriched with the
services which bring easy linkage with sensors and infotainment applications, pipelining and communication mechanism.
These services could be implemented relying on AMV, and
are part of the future work. The rest of the paper describes
AMV as a platform on heterogeneous architecture which can
coexist with the other platforms but still does not communicate
(exchange data) with them. Fig. 1 shows how AMV positions
in one such heterogeneous environment with multiple multicore SoCs. For example, on SoC2 two software platforms are
present with the existence of hypervisor which enables parallel
execution of two operating systems which can communicate
over hardware resources in safety manner.
Within the scope of the driver assistance systems in the
immersive in-vehicle environments and regarding frameworks
(i.e., software platforms which can correlate with the AMV),
research activities can be divided in few groups: frameworks
based on consumer technologies (machine vision and sensor fusion), algorithm pipeline frameworks and frameworks
optimized for the specific SoC.
A. Frameworks Based on Consumer Technologies
Computer vision is a well known interdisciplinary field,
therefore there is a rich research regarding various aspects
of the vision based ADAS [14]. Majority of this research
is focused on robust algorithms [15], [16], which are developed and verified on PC. These vision algorithms and
frameworks [17] are mostly not evaluated on the embedded
real-time platforms. Same applies for the sensor fusion [5].
Next to these PC-based algorithms/frameworks, there are
vision frameworks designed for embedded platforms. Many
technical and non-technical challenges need to be overcome
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when porting the vision algorithm to embedded platform [18],
such as limited hardware resources, high energy consumption,
reliable and robust building blocks, legal and economical constraints. Existing vision frameworks [19], [20] for embedded
platforms are mainly based on mobile platforms, dedicated to
one specific algorithm and do not cover all the aspects for
easier algorithm development (pipeline processing, input, output and various processing units abstractions, integration with
IVE, etc.).
Importance of ADAS integration with the IVI is recognized
in [21] and [22], but none of them provides universal solution.
Morris and Trivedi [21] discuss visual representation of ADAS
sensing and display options in terms of driver distraction and
transparency, while [22] presents one solution for integration
with IVIs, but it applies only to Android based IVIs.
B. Algorithm Pipeline Frameworks
A number of approaches exists for image processing algorithms, of which those based on data-flow graphs stand
out [23]. This is due to data driven nature of algorithms for
processing images. Graph based approach can be used to easily implement the pipeline mechanism. One approach based
on graphs for deploying and scheduling vision based ADAS
on heterogeneous embedded multi-core platform is presented
in [24]. To prove the single rate data flow approach authors
have developed and scheduled one application.
At the same time, SoC vendors of heterogeneous automotive
platforms deliver platform software development kits (SDKs),
which besides the fact that are specifically optimized for
the SoC, support pipeline mechanism [25], [26]. Such SDKs
allow developers to create ADAS application data flow from
camera, via various processing blocks toward the display [25],
or provide access to various compute units for task scheduling,
supporting heterogeneous offload as well as memory, power
and thermal management [26].
These pipeline based frameworks, offer the approach for
efficient image processing, but mostly do not consider integration with the rest of the IVE, input and output abstractions,
nor portability from one to another platform.
C. Frameworks Optimized for the SoC
Many open source libraries which exploit heterogeneous
SoC’s nature and are optimized for it are available today.
OpenGL|ES [27] is low level graphics API, which is typically
used to interact with the GPU to achieve hardware-accelerated
rendering. OpenGL SC [28] is the subset of the OpenGL|ES
designed to meet the requirements for the safety-critical
applications including the automotive one.
OpenCL [29] is low level API for parallel computing across
heterogeneous systems (CPU, GPU, FPGA), supported by
many heterogeneous platforms today. Some frameworks for
heterogeneous platform computing are based on it, such as one
from [30] intended for CPU/GPU computing on one SoC.
OpenCV [31] is a high level computer vision library (visual
analytics of image and video) with a focus on real-time applications utilizing advantages of multi-core platforms. It is not

Fig. 2.
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Simple AMV pipeline.

convenient for embedded systems, so some vendors offer
customized version or subset of this library for their platforms.
OpenVX [32] is the graph-based framework for cross platform acceleration of the computer vision applications. It
is based on the implementation of image processing kernels designed by SoC vendors for benefiting from hardware
acceleration of the architecture.
In addition to the above mentioned libraries, there are compiler level optimizers: OpenMP for CPUs, and OpenACC for
CPU/GPU systems.
All of these libraries highlight specific aspect (e.g., OpenGL
graphical aspect, OpenVX image processing aspect, and similar) and do not tackle various other aspects important for
ADAS application developer. AMV supports usage of these
open source libraries in its building blocks, but as addition
provides easy integration with the IVE and sensors, abstracts
SoC specifics and implements pipeline mechanism using graph
based approach.
III. A PPROACH
Key identified problems which lead to slow applications
development in automotive electronics are lack of reusability,
diversity of platforms and safety issues. The software platform in this paper has the goal to provide integration layer
(AMV framework) which facilitates developers to write ADAS
applications, by enabling better reusability and abstracting heterogeneity. Following are explanation of AMV terms which
will be used in the rest of the paper:
• ADAS application presents one function in vehicle, e.g.,
rear view, surround view, etc. It is developed by designing
AMV pipeline.
• AMV pipeline is a task graph, where each task receives
data, processes data and forwards the results to another
task. Pipeline represents data flow and operations performed on the data.
• AMV PU (Processing Unit) is individual operation in
a pipeline. It is executed on specified core.
• AMV IPUC (Inter Processing Unit Connection) presents
connection between PUs which execute at the same or
different cores at the same or different SoCs.
ADAS application is made by designing pipeline. Graphbased approach in designing pipeline is chosen due to
data driven nature of image processing algorithms. AMV
pipeline consists of AMV PUs as main processing blocks
and the connections between them. Fig. 2 depicts one simple
pipeline.
Fig. 3 presents software architecture with AMV framework
in the middle. This framework consists of three equally important parts: AMV PUs which are exposed to the developers as
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System architecture.

abstractions, AMV core which implements pipeline mechanism and the AMV HAL (hardware abstraction layer) which
abstracts specifics of the platform. Regarding dual structure
architecture, AMV PUs and AMV core fit to the connected
layer, while AMV HAL fits to the physical layer.
ADAS application developer uses AMV framework to
define AMV PUs and data connections between them. Basic
set of PUs comes with AMV framework as already implemented, but user also has the ability to implement its own
custom PU which can be used in the pipeline. All PUs can be
divided in several groups (Fig. 4):
• Input PUs - placed at the start of the pipeline. Present
set of inputs required for the application to work properly. Include different sensors, vehicle data, streams,
simulators.
• Output PUs - placed at the end of the pipeline. Present
the way how to show application output. Include HDMI
outputs, streams, IVI screens.
• Pipeline control PUs - present pipeline flow router for
selecting/combining inputs and outputs.
• Simple image PUs - operations on images’ individual pixels or arrays, such as color format conversion, resizing,
cropping, and similar.
• Video and 3D graphics PUs - use video decoder or 3D
graphics libraries for processing. Examples are decoding,
rendering of object with the specified texture, etc.
• Computer vision and AI (Artificial Intelligence) PUs operations from the field of computer vision, machine
learning or other AI operations.
AMV framework provides various I/O abstractions through
these input and output PUs, which are useful for the application developer. ADAS algorithm is usually developed on PC
and then transferred to the target platform.
With provided ready for use I/O blocks with AMV, developer can focus on the algorithm optimization and mapping to
the platform, rather than adaptation to the environment.
The important abstractions for ADAS application developers are related to the integration on the platform, i.e., sensors
(cameras, lidars, radars, ultrasonic sensors), and vehicle data.
AMV also provides abstractions for events from other applications and for simulating sensors and vehicle data in case

that development platform does not support it yet. As part of
the output abstractions there are various supported displays:
IVE screens as well as HDMI outputs. IVE screen abstractions include video rendering on head unit, rear seat display
and/or number of visual and sound alerts.
Heterogeneous platform architecture is hidden from application developer by providing unified API for the PUs which
execute on different cores. Each of the AMV PU is executed
on the core which is defined at the creation time. For some
PUs developer can choose the execution core, while some
PUs are dedicated to the specific core. Supported cores for
each PU are defined separately, depending on its implementation. Implementation of PU execution on the specified core is
hidden from the developer.
Besides the core affinity of the PU, developer also needs to
define how PUs are connected (output of the one PU goes
as input to the another). These connections are defined in
the same way for all PUs. AMV IPUC implementation takes
care about proper configuration of data connections between
cores (e.g., shared memory at the same SoC, or PCIe, Ethernet
between the SoCs).
As mentioned before, developer has the ability to implement its custom AMV PU, by defining how the PU processes
data. Regardless of the core for which PU is intended, same
APIs are exposed towards PU’s predecessor (acquiring input
data) and successor (delivering results). For the custom PU
implementation various platform open source libraries can be
used (if they are supported on the platform by the SoC vendor). Examples of these libraries are OpenGL|ES, OpenVX,
OpenCL and OpenCV.
AMV HAL is the platform glue layer which implements
abstractions used in the higher layers. It ensures portability
of AMV ADAS applications on different platforms, enabling
reusability of software levels above HAL. For each platform HAL needs to be implemented once at the beginning.
This layer relies directly on heterogeneous architecture SDK,
usually distributed by SoC vendor. AMV HAL provides
implementation for PU execution on specified core and the
data transfer between cores. It also includes implementation
of various abstractions related to memory management, system
(threads, semaphores, etc.), device drivers (sensors, displays,
etc.), methods optimized for particular platform and similar.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
AMV core provides the pipeline mechanism by implementing abstract PU and IPUC. Fig. 5 presents base core and HAL
classes in the form of an UML diagram. PU presents one stage
of pipeline which performs a basic ADAS operation. It is an
asynchronous thread running on CPU, GPU, DSP, VPU or
other core and it communicates with neighboring PUs. IPUC
is implemented via Queue and Buffer classes. In one cycle PU
acquires input data via input IPUC, processes the data, and
submits the result to the output IPUC. This cycle is repeated
until the PU is explicitly stopped.
Each PU owns and controls only its IPUC output queues.
IPUC input queue of a PU is owned by a predecessor PU in
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Fig. 4.

AMV PU groups and their typical representative.

Fig. 5.

AMV base class diagram.
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a pipeline, i.e., every IPUC input queue is some other PU’s
IPUC output queue.

A. PU - Processing Unit
PU is implemented as abstract class. Abstractions for execution on the specified core are hidden in this class. Detailed
ProcessingUnit class is shown in Fig. 6. Actual PUs (derived
classes) need to inherit PU interface and implement following
virtual methods:
• create/destroy - creates/destroys pipeline, output queues
and makes connections between PUs, based on parameters such as core affinity and input queues,
• start/stop - starts/stops the PU threads, also is used
for (de)initializations after the pipeline is formed or
before it is destroyed,
• processData - main method of each PU, where operations
on the data are defined, runs on target core

Fig. 6.

•

Detailed ProcessingUnit class and its helper classes.

control - performs the configuration of a PU, allowing
changing of exposed parameters in runtime. Notifies PU
task about the changes in next processData cycle,
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Fig. 7.

AMV algorithm lifecycle.

Fig. 8.

Inter PU connection queues.

•

getStatus - returns the current status of the PU (PUStatus
classes), additional statuses can be retrieved by inheriting
the class PUStatus.
Fig. 7 shows PU life-cycle diagram (its states and available
functions in each of the state). PU is in Uninitialized state
after the PU constructor is called, but before create is evoked.
Stopped state indicates that the PU is created but idle, while
in Running state processData is repeatedly evoked to get the
input queue and store the results in output queue.
PUs are stateless by design. In order to track history
(data buffers, previous states, etc.) between PU processing
cycles, in the PU creation time developer needs to request
memory from the dedicated memory module: Memory Pool.
Such internal buffer can store data from previous cycles. It is
managed internally, and is available to processData method.
Some PUs are preimplemented and exposed to developers
for usage. Most of these PUs are abstracting input and output blocks. Subset of implemented input PUs include Camera
and UltrasonicSensor PUs (which abstract actual sensors),
SensorSimulator (which simulates sensor data from file or
via network), VehicleDataSimulator (simulates data such as
speed, rpm, and other information from CAN), and PUs for
reading from file, socket, stream and similar. Implemented
output PUs abstract HDMI displays, infotainment screens in
the car (Head Unit) and network streaming. All of these
PUs are derived from InputPU/OutputPU class which inherits
ProcessingUnit class.

B. IPUC - Inter PU Connection
Each IPUC spreads across two PUs, and transfers data in
one direction. Source PU observes IPUC as “output queue”,
and destination PU observes the same IPUC as “input queue”
(Fig. 8). Multiple IPUCs may exist between PUs, connecting the PU to one or several other PUs. Each PU owns its
output queues, while PU’s input queues are some other PU’s

outputs, so it does not create or own them. Both queues are
implemented using Queue class.
PU queue, if not empty, consists of sequence of data buffers
(Buffer class). Data buffer is nothing more than a memory
region in the memory pool, and pointer to the memory region
is shared between PUs. In case PUs are on different cores,
buffer is located in the memory pool shared by two architectures. Buffer pointers can be propagated from input queue
directly to output queue within PU, and even get modified by
the PU in the process. This assumes that same memory location is received by PU and then forwarded to another PU. This
approach eliminates the need for deep buffer copy into another
buffer.
From the memory access perspective, buffers can be in readonly mode (immutable) or have write permission (mutable).
Once immutable, buffer cannot be modified and can never
become mutable again, not even in the next PU. If correctly
used, enforcing read-only mode can lead to significant memory management optimization by the SDK. Heterogeneous
platform SDK and HAL need to take care about the IPUC
memory backing, and determine (in compile time or runtime)
which devices may access the IPUC in order to optimize the
allocation of backing stores from specialized device memories
(e.g., ION memory manager) and to minimize the copying of
data between the backing stories.
Since Buffer data is just memory region, inheriting Buffer
class and defining new methods introduces additional data context, e.g., ImageBuffer.
C. Memory Pool, System and Log
Class MemoryPool is designated to handle all the memory
requests for (de)initialization. It relies on its HAL implementation which has knowledge about the available memory on
the platform. Memory unit that memory pool requests/releases
is Buffer. Class System provides interface for communicating with operating system and platform in general. It relies
on its SystemHAL class which has detailed knowledge about
underlying operating system.
For debugging purposes, class Log is implemented. It supports several levels of debugging (verbose, debug, error,
warning) with the ability to change it runtime for each module. There is also possibility to provide statistics for each PU
in terms of data bandwidth, average processing, idle time,
iteration number and similar.
D. HAL
HAL is implemented as an interface which consists of
collection of functions which allows AMV to work without
knowing the details about the platform architecture and heterogeneous SDK beneath. It relies on SDK libraries and requires
separate implementation for each SDK/platform supported by
AMV framework. HAL contains abstractions about algorithm
life-cycle, queue and buffer handling, operating system and
platform in general.
HAL is implemented using C++ factory pattern. Factory
object is instantiated once, on the beginning of ADAS application, and later used to create HAL objects. When HAL Factory
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TABLE I
AVERAGE N UMBER OF T ESTS P ER C LASS

is created it also creates two objects not belonging to HAL:
MemoryPool and System (along with their HAL objects) simply because their creation time should also be as early as
possible in ADAS application life.
E. API Usage Example

Fig. 9. (a) Car prototype; (b) applications (c) IVI with integrated application
output.

Example of creating simple pipeline with two blocks
(camera input goes to display) using AMV API is presented below. Error checking are omitted due to code
simplicity.
using namespace amv;
CameraPU m_camera; HdmiOutputPU m_display;
/* creating camera blocks*/
CameraCreateParams m_camParams =
CameraCreateParams(amv::E_CORE_CPU0);
m_camParams.m_numberOfOutputQueues = 1;
m_camParams.m_outputQueue[0].m_size = 3;
m_camParams.m_outputQueue[0].m_bufferSize = BUFFER_SIZE;
m_camParams.m_numberOfInputQueues = 0;
m_camParams.m_numberOfCameras = 1;
m_camParams.m_cameras = E_CAMERA_MIRROR_RIGHT;
err = m_camera.create(&m_camParams);
/* creating display block */
m_dispParams.m_width = 1920;
m_dispParams.m_height = 1080;
m_dispParams.m_format.m_imageFormat = E_CbYCrY_422_I;
m_dispParams.m_numberOfInputQueues = 1;
m_dispParams.m_inputQueues[0] =
m_camParams.m_outputQueue[0].m_queue;
m_display.create(&m_dispParams);
/* starting the pipeline */
m_camera.start();
m_display.start();
...
/*stopping the pipeline*/
m_camera.stop();
m_display.stop();
/* destroying the pipeline */
m_camera.destroy();
m_display.destroy();

V. E VALUATION
This section gives overview of the overall framework
functional verification (including demonstrator) and performances on two platforms, which gives insight to the application developers of additional latencies introduced when
deploying algorithm to the specific platform. At the end,
some discussions on development time and safety are
given.
A. Functional Verification
During the implementation, number of unit and integration tests is written for verification of basic class functionalities, as well as different pipeline configurations, integration with inputs and outputs via abstractions. Table I
shows average number of tests per class from specified
module.
Framework verification in real-time is done by making QM(quality managed) demonstrator (small car prototype with heterogeneous platform, cameras, ultrasonic sensors
and infotainment unit from [33]) (Fig. 9a). Two applications

Fig. 10.

AMV pipeline: DM-Driver Monitoring, BV - Bird’s eye View.

are put on top of AMV: driver monitoring [34] and bird’s
eye view [35] (Fig. 9b). Fig. 10 shows AMV pipeline
for such system. This prototype verifies functionality of
integration with inputs (cameras, ultrasonic) and outputs
(IVI, HDMI), along with the demonstration of AMV ability to provide real-time performances (e.g., bird’s eye view
has 30fps).
B. Performances
AMV framework presents one more software layer and
thus introduces additional latencies in processing. From the
perspective of AMV user, two points are of interest: overall performances of AMV on specific platform and latency
introduced with the AMV itself. When porting application to
specific platform, beside distributing it to the different cores, it
is good to know how much time takes communication between
these cores, since amount of data which is transferred (mostly
camera images) is not negligible and this transfer most influences the overall performances. Performances are dependent
on the HW platform itself (available accelerators, data transfer
methods, memory organization, etc.) and on the AMV HAL
layer implementation for the specific HW platform. Following
are given, as example, overall performances on two platforms
(A[36] and B[8]), which confirm high impact of transferred
data on performances.
Elapsed time between two consecutive AMV PUs’ processData method is measured. It includes time for the execution of
AMV core abstractions and time of data transfer between these
AMV PUs. First column in Tables II and III describes cores on
which these two AMV PUs execute, other columns show measured time in milliseconds between these PUs for the amount
of data given at beginning of each column. Data amount
which is presented as ‘F’ presents one image frame of resolution 1280x720, 2 bytes per pixel which equals 1843200B
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TABLE II
M EASURED T IME ON P LATFORM A

via AMV abstractions, certain effort is required for enabling
AMV on the platform. Depending on the goal, final development time can be decreased (putting multiple applications over
AMV on one or more platforms) or it can be even increased
(e.g., one non-demanding application on one platform). Once
ported it is much faster to integrate different applications
across SoC(s), as well as mapping of the applications to the
cores. It enables easier work offloading from one to another
core, for better balancing of the core loads.
D. Discussions on Safety

TABLE III
M EASURED T IME ON P LATFORM B

(∼1.75MB). Measurements are done for one, two and four Fs
which are some common camera numbers used for different
vision algorithms.
Various measurement values in Table II show that performances are highly dependent on the HAL implementation for
the specific core. For example, linear dependence of time and
data amount for CPU1 and DSP shows that deep data copies
are done in the transfer in which those cores are involved, compared to other two cores where only shallow copy is done. If
deep data copy is necessary different optimizations can be
done depending on what HW platform is supporting (e.g.,
DMA copy). High latency on VPU is due to usage of generic
HAL port not yet optimized/adapted for this core.
Measurements for Platform B are given in ranges because
the times varying with each run, due to different processes
running in background utilizing same resources. For large
data transferring (1F and 2F) times are noticeably higher. This
is partially due to specific HAL pipeline implementation for
this HW platform, where data is internally returned to CPU
as control PU after each processing in AMV PU (regardless
of the core on which it is running). Additionally, for this HW
platform tests are run for small data size (1kilobyte) to check
if the high latency is only introduced large data. For most
cases measured time decreased as expected, except for the
GPU implementation where OpenCL is used, which needs to
be investigated further.
All measurements are done inside one SoC. Inter SoC communication latency also highly depends on the communication
channel between SoCs (PCIe, Ethernet) and the AMV HAL
implementation on those SoCs.
C. Development Time
With the usage of the AMV, effort for application development/integration is decreased, but there exists one time porting
effort of the HAL. Before any application can be executed

Current implementation of AMV platform is QM level and
does not comply with the ASIL levels (automotive safety
integrity levels) from ISO26262 [8], a standard for functional
safety in automotive E/E related systems. For the safety proof
of concept, AMV parts of interest need to be redeveloped
according to safety procedures. Idea is that safety parts reside
on safety SoC while the QM part resides on some multimedia/worker QM SoC, and for communication channel to use
deterministic Ethernet and/or PCIe with end to end protection.
Through these deterministic channels AMV safety part could
deliver safety information to the QM AMV platform.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Since there is a rising demand for a variety of new applications in a vehicle (both consumer and automotive degree),
average number of ECUs in the vehicle is constantly growing,
which makes ECUs integration difficult and time-consuming to
handle. This additionally increases development time which is
already long in automotive, hence there is an ongoing transition toward less ECUs. The main contribution of this paper
is the software framework for driver assistance application
development in the heterogeneous in-vehicle environment. The
framework presents one step in software consolidation in IVE
where a myriad of the ECUs is present. It reduces software heterogeneity, providing abstractions for application developers,
so they do not need to care about heterogeneous architecture
beneath. It also provides abstractions for the integration with
the rest of the IVE, enables software reusability, thus shortening application development time and their deployment on the
platform. Future work is oriented on supporting different platforms, extending number of provided ready-to-use algorithm
building blocks (with the accents on I/O blocks), further communication performance improvement between the different
cores, as well as considerations of integration with Adaptive
platform and safety systems.
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